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Abstract 

The high-frequency, forward bottom losses predicted by a lossy Rayleigh and a Biot poroelastic sediment model are 
substantially different. These differences will accumulate and become measurable in multiple bottom bounce scenarios. 
Torpedo reverberation data from a sandy, shallow-water Cape Cod site provides a suitable multipath environment to 
examine the differences between these sediment models. 

1. Introduction 
The range-dependent Comprehensive Acoustic System Simulation (CASS) was used with the Gaussian Ray Bundle 
(GRAB) e i g e ~ a y  propagation model to analyze 1 10 shallow-water torpedo reverberation time series[l]. The reverberation 
and geophysical data were collected in shallow water near Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The bottom was modeled in a manner 
consistent with the geophysical survey, changing sediment composition along the environmental track. The CASS 
predictions were bottom reverberation dominated and agreed with the data to within 3-5 dB. The analysis used surface, 
volume and bottom component models recommended by the Applied Physics LaboratorytUniversity of Washington 
(APLAJW) [2]. The APLNW bottom forward loss model is based on the idea of a lossy Rayleigh coefficient first 
published by Mackenzie[3]. The APLAJW bottom backscattering model incorporates a component due to interface 
roughness and volume scattering [4,5]. Boyle and Chotiros have suggested that sandy sediments might best be modeled 
structurally via the Biot poroelastic theory [6,7]. The Biot theory differs from other sediment theories in that it treats the 
sediment as a two-phase medium, consisting of a solid skeletal structure of sediment grains, through which a pore fluid 
flows. Boyle and Chotiros implemented the Biot theory in their BOGGART model (henceforth referred to as ARLIUT) 
and provided the authors with curves appropriate for the Cape Cod site [8]. The difference between using the ARLJUT and 
the APUUW bottom models in the CASS predictions of several Cape Cod torpedo reverberation time series is examined 
here. 

2. Modeled Environment 
Flgures 1 and 2 Illustrate the bottom forward loss and bottom backscatter curves used In thls companson. Reverberation 
time serles for areas charactenzed by the geoacoustlc sampling sites 44 and 22 were selected for companson. Grab 
samples from these stations measured the grain size index The sandy s~ te  44 had a gram slze Index between 1 and 2 and 
the sandy-gravel site 22 had a grain size index between -1 and 3. The different phys~cal assumptions about the behavior of 
the medlum result In very different forward loss and backscattering curves. The APUUW forward bottom loss is less than 
-1 dB up to the critical angle at about 35O. The ARLIUT Biot model decays rapidly to the plateau In the lo0 to 40' region 
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at a value about -4 to -6 dB. This plateau is peculiar to Biot's theory due to the slow wave losses in this region. The 
ARLnrr backscattering strength curves tend to be stronger than the APLAJW curves for the same bottom characteristics. 
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Figure I .  Bottom forward loss models 
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Figure 2. Bottom backscatter~ng strength models 



The torpedo data that has been selected for the modeling comparisons is designated torpedo plng 438 collected near sandy 
site 44 and torpedo ping 160 collected near the sandy-gravel site 22. Figures 3 and 4 ~llustrate the sound speed and a ray 
trace appropriate for the modeled environment. The ray trace in figure 3 illustrates a ray fan from -1 1' (negative angles 
point toward the surface) to 5" sampled every 0.3" where the ray paths are termmated at the second bottom interaction for 
the environment representative of torpedo ping 438. Figure 4 illustrates the corresponding sound speed and ray trace (from 
-6.4O to 2.4" sampled every 0.2') in the environment representative of torpedo plng 160. 
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Figure 3. Ray trace for ping 438 environment 
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Figure 4. Raytrace for ping 160 environment 
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3. Model Comparisons 
Figure 5 illustrates the CASS model predictions for torpedo ping 438 using the sandy site 44 APLIUW bottom models with 
data from two other torpedo pings taken close to the same track. The reverberation levels have been adjusted by an 
arbitrary constant for publication in the open literature. The prediction labeled no bounce indicates that the reverberation is 
composed of paths that do not propagate beyond the first bottom bounce. Hence no forward bottom loss is applied. The 
one (two) bounce label indicates that CASS is summing paths up to and including those paths that apply the forward bottom 
loss once (twice). The default CASS mode sums up to ten bottom bounce paths. The curve labeled Cass-438 indicates the 
default CASS reverberation prediction. CASS with the APLRJW bottom models predicts the reverberation levels increase 
another 5 dB (at 4 seconds) due to ray paths that interact with the bottom more than two times. Figure 6 illustrates the same 
CASS model predictions using the ARLIUT bottom models. CASS with the ARLIUT bottom models predicts little 
contribution from paths beyond the second bottom bounce. The CASS predictions with the APWUW bottom models are 
more consistent with the torpedo reverberation levels and decay rate than are the CASS predictions using the ARLIUT 
bottom models. 

The CASS model predictions using the summation of paths with zero, one, two, five and ten bottom bounce paths for 
torpedo ping 160 are compared with the torpedo data in figures 7 and 8. In this environment the bottom curves for the 
sandy-gravel site 22 are used. CASS with the APLIUW bottom models (figure 7) predicts that the net reverberation levels 
are due to the summation of ray paths with more than 5 bottom bounce interactions. However, ray paths with more than 5 
bottom interactions tend to overestimate the measured reverberation levels beyond 3 seconds. CASS predictions using the 
ARWUT Biot model show little contribution to the net reverberation levels from ray paths beyond the second bottom 
bounce (the five bottom bounce curve in figure 8 is hidden by the default Cass-160 ten bottom bounce curve) and 
significantly underestimates the reverberation levels beyond 1 second. 
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Figure 5. Data 438lSite 44 bottom APL/UW model predictions 
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Figure 6. Data 438lSite 44 bottom ARLKJT bottom model predictions 
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Figure 7. Data 160lSite 22 bottom APLIUW model predictions 
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Figure 8. Data 160lSite 22 bottom ARLJUT model predictions 

A consequence of the model differences manifests itself in the time spread of the signal on the bottom. The CASS model 
predicts that the eigenray structure (with levels greater than 95 dB re I p a )  at a range of 4 km from the source will last 170 
msec if the APULTW Rayleigh model is an appropriate description of the bottom (figure 9) versus 30 msec for a Biot 
voroelastic model of the bottom (figure 10). 
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Figure 9. CASS time spread for data 160 environment at 4 km using site 22 APLnrW bottom models 
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Figure 10. CASS time spread for data 160 environment at 4 km using site 22 ARLIUT bottom models 

Conclusion 
Torpedo reverberation data from a sandy, shallow-water Cape Cod site provides a suitable multipath environment to 
examine the difference between the forward bottom curves predicted by a lossy Rayleigh (APLAJW) and a Biot poroelastic 
(ARLAJT) model of the bottom. CASS predicts little contribution beyond the second bottom bounce path when the 
ARL/UT bottom models are used because the Biot bottom loss quickly extinquishes the higher order paths. CASS predicts 
contributions from ray paths with as many as five bottom interactions when the APLIUW bottom models are used. In the 
torpedo reverberation time series this difference manifests itself in the decay rate of the reverberation level and increasingly 
in the overall reverberation level with time. A measurement of the energy incident on the bottom would show a 
significantly greater time spread in the arrival structure for a bottom that behaved in accordance with a Rayleigh model 
versus a Biot model. At this Cape Cod site, the torpedo reverberation data supports modeling the bottom as a lossy 
Rayleigh model. 
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